The tumor shape changes of nasopharyngeal cancer during chemoradiotherapy: the estimated margin to cover the geometrical variation
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Background: Considerable geometrical change occurs during chemoradiotherapy (CRT) course of nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC). This aim of this study was to quantify the volumetric and surface variability of the target volumes (TV) and to estimate the expanded margin to maintain acceptable geometrical coverage.

Methods: Twenty patients with locally advanced nasopharyngeal cancer underwent one planning CT (pCT) and six weekly repeated CT (rCT) scans during the treatment course of definitive CRT. The TV included the gross tumor volume (GTV) of the primary tumor, large (shortest diameter >3.0 cm) and small (diameter >1 cm and ≤3 cm) positive neck lymph nodes, and low-risk clinical target volume (CTV_Lr) that were delineated manually on the pCT and each rCT. When comparing TV in pCT (V_pCT) and TV in rCT (V_rCT), the overlapping index (OI), Dice similarity coefficient (DSC), shortest perpendicular distance (SPD), and overall standard deviation (overall SD) were calculated to present the geometric changes. An isotropical margin was expanded outward around CTV_Lr in pCT to establish the mimic planning target volume (PTV). An OI ≥0.95 was defined as acceptable geometrical coverage.

Results: For all TV, DSCs decreased, and the SPDs and overall SD increased with the increasing number of fractions delivered. The DSCs of all gross TV were <70% after the third week. The mean SPDs were 1.5–2.5 mm in the first week and 5.2–6.2 mm in the last week. The OI and DSC in concurrent CRT were smaller than those in the sequential therapy; and similarly the SPD and overall SD in the concurrent therapy were larger than those in the sequential one. To maintain >95% geometrical coverage, a 2-mm additional margin could maintain the coverage throughout the treatment course and a 1-mm margin could maintain the desired coverage if there is an adaptive re-planning no later than the third week of the treatment course.

Conclusions: Both volumetric coverage and surface of the tumour underwent the progressive changes during the treatment course of CRT. One to two mm as the expanded margin to establish the PTV is required to maintain >95% geometrical coverage.
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Introduction

The introduction of image-guided intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) for nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) further improves the precision of radiation delivery (1,2). For head and neck cancer including NPCs, however, considerable geometric changes can occur due to tumor shrinkage and weight loss, water and fat re-distribution, etc., throughout the course of IMRT (3-5). Therefore, additional efforts are needed to optimize the radiation dose delivered to the target volumes (TV) and organs at risk (5-12). In addition, a gradual volumetric loss and the shift of the center of mass of the gross tumor volume (GTV) and clinical target volume (CTV) at several time-points have been quantified with repeated imaging in previous studies (4,5,12). Some studies have demonstrated the necessity of adaptive re-planning at regular fixed intervals (11,13-16). However, the optimal timing (17), algorithms of re-planning (18), and final clinical benefit intervals (11,13-16). However, the optimal timing (17), algorithms of re-planning (18), and final clinical benefit (16,19) remain unclear. Previous studies have suggested the optimal timing of re-planning was before the 15th (11,16), 20th (6), or 25th (10,14) treatment fraction, with rather arbitrariness. Effective timing of re-planning should depend on the geometrical coverage variations and should be individualized during IMRT (4).

Consecutive geometric variability including shape variation would probably improve the accuracy of adaptive radiotherapy (4,5). Recently, deformable imaging registration (20-22), implanted markers (23), and various 3-dimensional statistical shape models (24) have been used to evaluate the shape variability of a contour. The overlapping index (OI), Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) (20,21), and surface deformations (23) between images could be used as potential metrics to evaluate shape variability. This information on shape variation during the treatment course helps to determine re-planning timing and re-delineation of TVs (23). We previously reported the consecutive volumetric and positional changes of TVs during chemotherapy and IMRT for 20 patients with locally advanced NPC (4). Using serial repeat CT scans as described in the previous pilot study to mimic TV variations in the context of image-guided IMRT (4), this report presents the geometrical coverage and the surface changes of TVs and estimates the necessary margin expanded from the CTV to maintain acceptable geometrical coverage throughout the chemoradiotherapy (CRT) treatment course.

Materials and methods

Imaging acquisition and registration

The acquisition of images was reported in a previous study (4), which was approved by the ethical committee of Hubei Cancer Hospital and all patients had a written informed consent before the image acquisition. Briefly, 20 consecutive patients (15 men, 5 women) with locally advanced NPC received a contrast enhanced planning CT (pCT) scan at baseline and six weekly repeated CT (rCT) scans (at the 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th, 25th, and 30th RT fraction) without contrast during the course of chemotherapy and IMRT (4). Briefly, 13 patients received concurrent CRT, and 7 received sequential chemoradiotherapy and radiotherapy. Among concurrent subgroup, seven received cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil for 3 cycles, five received with weekly cisplatin and another with weekly cetuximab. In sequential CRT, 2 cycles of induction chemotherapy and another 2 cycles of adjuvant chemotherapy with cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil were given to 5 patients, and the other 2 patients were treated with docetaxel and cisplatin (4). At each rCT scanning, the radiation doses delivered to the tumor were approximately 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 Gy, respectively. Before the manual delineation of TVs in the axial pCT and rCT images, each rCT was rigidly registered to its respective pCT via a research software (WALDMATC) developed in the department of Radiation Oncology, The Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam, Netherlands (4). This software could be used to the multimodal imaging registration and radiation dose calculation, etc. for the adaptive radiation therapy. The registration was based on bone match inside a rectangular-shaped region of interest which was large enough to cover the whole low-risk CTV (CTV_Lr) and its additional margin, i.e., planning target volume (PTV). This rigid registration was done in a similar fashion to daily image-guided RT alignment in our protocol (4). The accuracy of the registration was evaluated by visual inspection the radiation oncologist (W Tan).

Definition of the tumor and the treatment delivered

TVs were used as surrogate measures to estimate tumor shape variations. The TVs included the GTV of the primary tumor, large positive lymph nodes (shortest diameter >3 cm), small lymph nodes (diameters >1 cm and ≤3 cm), and elective CTV_Lr. These TVs were defined as GTV_T, GTV_Nl, GTV_No, and CTV_Lr, respectively. The detailed definitions
of these TVs were described previously (4). CTV _Lr should cover the GTV of the primary tumor and positive nodes, as well as the regions with possible microscopic disease and nodal level, as recommended by consensus (4). The individualized prescribed dose to the GTV of the primary tumor and positive lymph nodes was 69.3–72.6 Gy, that to the high-risk CTV was 59.4–62.7 Gy, and that to the PTV (3 mm expanded from CTV _Lr ) was 54 Gy; the IMRT planning design was described in a previous study (4). All IMRTs were delivered in 33 daily fractions and 5 fractions per week. This study was designed only to document and calculate the TV shape changes during the treatment course; the actual RT delivered to patients in the following weeks remained unchanged.

Volumetric and surface variation related parameters of TVs

In radiation treatment, the differences between two contours were usually measured by volume overlap and contour surface distance (25). In this study, both the volume overlapping parameters and the TV surface distance were used as metrics to quantify the shape differences between TVs. When comparing a TV that was delineated manually by pCT and that of its respective rCT, the volume in the rCT (V_rCT), the volume in the pCT (V_pCT), and their common volume (V_common) were calculated by a research software (4,26). The volume overlapping parameters included OI and DSCs, which were calculated as V_common/ V_rCT and 2× V_common/(V_rCT + V_pCT) respectively (27). OI measured the fraction of V_common that overlapped with the delineated TV on rCT (Figure 1). Larger OI values indicated better matches to the delineated TVs on pCT images (27). DSC was evaluated to quantify the overlapping ratio between two TVs. The value of OI and DSC ranged from 0 to 1. A value of 1 indicated a perfect overlap, and 0 indicated no overlap. In all of these overlapping analyses, we did not take the delineation uncertainty and imaging misalignment into account.

The surface distance [shortest perpendicular distance (SPD)] was used to represent the shape presentation (24). To calculate the 3-dimensional SPD, each point on the surface of the TV was first established from the pCT. The closest surface point of the corresponding TV in rCT was calculated in a direction perpendicular to the corresponding surface point established in pCT. The distance between these two points was the SPD (26,28). Each point in rCT had a SPD, and the mean SPD and standard deviation (SD) were computed (24). The variation in distance to all points describing the mean surface was expressed as an overall SD, which was a measure of overall TV surface variation in CT images acquired at different time-points (28,29).

Establishing PTV to estimate the expanded margin

During the course of IMRT, a safety margin is required to ensure that the planned dose is actually delivered to the TV for almost all patients (29). Around the CTV _Lr in pCT, margins were isotropically expanded outward by 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm to establish PTV x (x =0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), respectively and PTV 0 was the CTV _Lr delineated in pCT. The total increase of PTV volume and increase per millimeter were respectively calculated by (V_PTV_x − V_PTV_0)/V_PTV_0 ×100% and (V_PTV_x − V_PTV_x−1)/V_PTV_x−1 (x =1, 2, 3, 4, 5). To estimate the expanded margin, PTV x (x =0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) was compared with its CTV _Lr in rCT. The OI of the volume of PTV x (x =1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and CTV _Lr in rCT, as well as its 95% confidence interval (95% CI), were calculated. For the OI, the lower limits of the 95% CI higher than 0.95 were arbitrarily defined as the acceptable geometrical coverage (29). The expanded margin established PTV that could have more than 95% geometrical coverage was defined as the expected
margin, without taking the delineation and registration uncertainties and set-up performance into account.

**Statistical analysis**

One-way analyses of variance were used to compare OI, DSC, and mean SPD among weeks. Differences between concurrent and sequential CRT were compared using the Student's t-test. All tests were two-tailed, and a 5% significance level was used when establishing statistical significance. The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS version 20.0; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) was used for the above statistical analyses.

**Results**

**Variations of DSC and OI**

During the 6-week long treatment course, the DSC decreased as an increasing number of fractions were delivered (Table 1). The DSC of the GTV$_{N_0}$, GTV$_{N_1}$, and GTV$_T$ were <70% after the first, second, and third week, respectively. For all the TVs, the changes of OI had a similar time-trend with those of DSC (Table 1). For all TVs of primary tumors and lymph nodes, the DSC differences between the various weeks were statistically significant (P<0.05) (Table 1). Comparing the OI and DSC in the concurrent and sequential CRT subgroups, the OI and DSC values were smaller in the concurrent subgroup. Moreover, the majority of OIs and DSCs showed a significant statistical difference between concurrent and sequential treatment (Table 2).

**Variations of the mean of SPDs and overall SD**

For the quantitation of contour surface features, the mean SPD showed an increasing time trend, i.e., the SPD between two TVs on the pCT and rCT images increased with increasing numbers of radiation fractions delivered over the course of the treatment. For the GTV of the primary tumor and neck lymph nodes, all the mean SPDs were 1.5–2.5 mm during the first week and 5.2–6.2 mm during the last week (Figure 2A). Similarly, overall SD, as a measure of overall differences, increased significantly from the first week to the last week (Figure 2B). The SPDs and overall SDs were larger in the CRT subgroup than in the sequential therapy subgroup (Table 2).

**Expanded margins**

When the expanded margin increased from 1 to 5 mm, the absolute volume of the PTV increased from 15.1% to 104.8%. The volume of PTV had a 13.0–18.8% increase with the addition of each millimeter expansion (Figure 3). If there was no margin expansion, not all of the OIs were higher than 0.95. More than 95% of the OIs were >0.95 in the first three weeks when the margin was expanded by 1 mm. When the margin was expanded by 2 mm, all OIs were higher than 0.95 throughout the six-week-long treatment course (Figure 4).

**Discussion**

Currently, a large selection of parameters based on different formalisms has been used for the evaluation of contour variability (22,24,25). Volumetric parameters, such as OI, Jaccard conformity index, and DSC (22), and positional parameters (4,5), such as system or random set-up errors and displacement of center of mass, have been used to describe contour geometrical variations (4). Recently, 3-dimensional shape representation parameters, such as the distance to corresponding surface points, have been employed as shape metrics (24). Due to different calculations, the conformity index usually provides a low value (high variability), while the DSC can provide a false impression of high agreement when used as a concordance measure (25). In this study, we used the volumetric (OI and DSC) and surface distance parameters (the SPD) to quantify the tumor variability during the course of CRT.

Deformable image registration is a useful technique to account for complex internal anatomical variation and to estimate the shape variability for a contour. It can track each corresponding voxel of all anatomical structures for contour propagation and dose accumulation during radiation treatment (12). Twelve patients with head and neck cancer who were treated with dose painting IMRT had been used to evaluate the accuracy of deformable registrations (20). All TVs were contoured manually on both the pCT and rCT images. After the deformable registration, contour comparison was performed between TVs propagated automatically and those delineated manually. After a median dose of 30 Gy was delivered, the Jaccard conformity index of the GTV and CTV were 0.4–0.8 and 0.8–0.9, respectively and those of OIs were 0.6–0.7 and 0.8, respectively. In a study by Zhang et al. (30), deformable
Table 1: The shape presentation parameters of all TVs in different week (mean ± SD, 95% CI)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>TV</th>
<th>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>6&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OI&lt;sub&gt;pCT&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.81±0.09</td>
<td>0.74±0.05</td>
<td>0.68±0.06</td>
<td>0.64±0.07</td>
<td>0.60±0.08</td>
<td>0.57±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTV&lt;sub&gt;_T&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.56±0.08</td>
<td>0.55±0.07</td>
<td>0.53±0.07</td>
<td>0.51±0.07</td>
<td>0.49±0.07</td>
<td>0.47±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTV&lt;sub&gt;_Nl&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.81±0.09</td>
<td>0.76±0.07</td>
<td>0.71±0.06</td>
<td>0.69±0.06</td>
<td>0.67±0.06</td>
<td>0.65±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTV&lt;sub&gt;_Ns&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.62±0.18</td>
<td>0.59±0.15</td>
<td>0.56±0.13</td>
<td>0.54±0.12</td>
<td>0.52±0.12</td>
<td>0.50±0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CTV&lt;sub&gt;_Lr&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.93±0.04</td>
<td>0.92±0.04</td>
<td>0.91±0.04</td>
<td>0.90±0.04</td>
<td>0.89±0.04</td>
<td>0.88±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC&lt;sup&gt;†&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>GTV&lt;sub&gt;_T&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.89±0.06</td>
<td>0.81±0.09</td>
<td>0.74±0.11</td>
<td>0.69±0.13</td>
<td>0.63±0.14</td>
<td>0.58±0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTV&lt;sub&gt;_Nl&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.79±0.17</td>
<td>0.70±0.20</td>
<td>0.59±0.24</td>
<td>0.54±0.23</td>
<td>0.48±0.23</td>
<td>0.42±0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTV&lt;sub&gt;_Ns&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.70±0.15</td>
<td>0.61±0.14</td>
<td>0.50±0.18</td>
<td>0.43±0.18</td>
<td>0.36±0.18</td>
<td>0.30±0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CTV&lt;sub&gt;_Lr&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.94±0.03</td>
<td>0.94±0.03</td>
<td>0.93±0.03</td>
<td>0.93±0.03</td>
<td>0.92±0.03</td>
<td>0.92±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean SPD&lt;sup&gt;†&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>GTV&lt;sub&gt;_T&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.5±0.8</td>
<td>2.4±1.2</td>
<td>3.3±1.6</td>
<td>4.2±1.2</td>
<td>5.0±2.2</td>
<td>5.8±2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTV&lt;sub&gt;_Nl&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2.3±2.0</td>
<td>3.4±2.1</td>
<td>4.3±2.2</td>
<td>5.3±2.3</td>
<td>6.3±2.4</td>
<td>7.5±2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTV&lt;sub&gt;_Ns&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2.0±1.1</td>
<td>2.6±1.0</td>
<td>3.4±1.2</td>
<td>4.0±1.3</td>
<td>4.9±1.3</td>
<td>5.8±1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall SD&lt;sup&gt;†&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>GTV&lt;sub&gt;_T&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2.2±1.1</td>
<td>3.0±1.2</td>
<td>3.8±1.3</td>
<td>4.6±1.4</td>
<td>5.4±1.5</td>
<td>6.2±1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTV&lt;sub&gt;_Nl&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2.1±1.1</td>
<td>2.8±1.1</td>
<td>3.6±1.2</td>
<td>4.4±1.3</td>
<td>5.2±1.4</td>
<td>6.0±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTV&lt;sub&gt;_Ns&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.9±0.8</td>
<td>2.7±1.0</td>
<td>3.5±1.2</td>
<td>4.2±1.3</td>
<td>5.0±1.4</td>
<td>5.8±1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*OI of the initial volume on pCT calculated by TV<sub>_common</sub>/TV<sub>_pCT</sub> (OI<sub>_pCT</sub>) or TV<sub>_common</sub>/TV<sub>_rCT</sub> (OI<sub>_rCT</sub>); TV<sub>_pCT</sub>, TV<sub>_rCT</sub>, and TV<sub>_common</sub> are the initial volume on the planning CT, the volume delineated manually on repeat CTs, and their common volumes, respectively.

†, the OI and DSC was calculated as 2× TV<sub>_common</sub>/(TV<sub>_rCT</sub> + TV<sub>_pCT</sub>). And mean SPD is the mean surface distances between TVs in rCT and its pCT. Overall SD was calculated as the SD of all the SPDs from each point in the surface of TV delineated in rCT image; 

* P value <0.05 when comparing among different weeks with one-way analysis of variance. TV, target volume; SD, standard deviation; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; GTV<sub>_T</sub>, GTV of the primary tumor; GTV<sub>_Nl</sub>, GTV of a large lymph node; CTV<sub>_Nl</sub>, CTV of a large lymph node (the shortest diameter >3.0 cm); GTV<sub>_Ns</sub>, GTV of a small lymph node (>1 cm and ≤3 cm); CTV<sub>_Lr</sub>, CTV of a low risk region; CRT, chemoradiotherapy; SPD, the shortest perpendicular distance; OI, overlapping index; DSC, dice similarity coefficient; GTV, gross tumor volume; CTV, clinical target volume.
registrations of cone-beam CT images of 20 patients with head and neck cancer were implemented while 40 or 50 Gy was delivered. The median DSC was 0.55 for the lymph nodal GTV. In our study, the OI had the same definition as the OI in Olteanu’s study (20), and the OI in our study had a similar trend to decrease over time. For the GTV of the primary tumor and neck lymph nodes, the OI in the fourth or fifth week were approximately 0.30–0.55 in this study.

All of the DSCs, OI, and SPDs, in addition to overall SDs, showed a consecutive variation time trend throughout the course of treatment. Generally, a DSC value >0.7 represents excellent agreement (25). The DSCs of all GTVs in this study were lower than 0.7, indicating the shape of the tumor underwent considerable changes and a reasonable re-planning was thus necessary. In our study, the GTVs of the primary tumor and lymph nodes were less than 0.7 after the first three weeks. In our previous study (4), the volume loss of the primary tumor and lymph nodes was also more than 50% in the first half of treatment course, which suggests that the volumetric coverage variations occurred earlier than volumetric loss. One of the possible explanations was that volumetric loss, positional shift and contour misalignment...
might have contributed to the overlapping parameters variations. Furthermore, all DSC values of all TVs in the concurrent CRT subgroup showed lower values, which suggests that the adaptive strategy should differ according to the treatment modality.

A surface-based analysis allows for visualization of contour disagreement (25). Recently, Hamming-Vrieze et al. (23) used implanted gold markers to evaluate shape variations in tumors of 27 patients with oropharyngeal tumors during RT. After a bony registration between cone-beam and treatment pCT, the markers were positioned at the edge of the GTV at a depth of 5 mm, and a 3-dimensional vector of the markers’ daily motions was used to determine the amplitude of the surface deformations. The 3-dimensional vector of the marker displacement was 2.3 mm on average and depended on the sub-location and volume of the tumor. Using contour comparisons with various statistical shape models, one can be used to represent contour shape variability between images (24). The surface distance in our study was developed from corresponding points on the TV surface in each rCT and pCT. The mean SPD of GTVs ranged from 1.5 to 4.6 mm and that of CTV_{LR} was 1–2 mm, with an increasing trend over time. Regarding the change of overall SD, the TV in rCT had an increasing difference with that in pCT.

However, the tumor shrinkage observed for head and neck cancer does not result in significant dosimetric differences in TVs (18). The combination of re-planning and reduced margins might probably provide more benefits both to the tumor and healthy tissue.

In this study, we used geometrical coverage as surrogate to estimate the margin by weekly repeat CT imaging rigid
registration while without taking the set-up performance and TV delineation variability into account. If there is no additional margin, the geometrical coverage seems to be inadequate. A 2-mm margin expansion could maintain geometrical coverage of >95% during the whole treatment course, and a 1-mm margin expansion could maintain that coverage no later than the third week of the treatment course. Regardless of a few factors, such as tumor shrinkage and deformations in head and neck anatomy, re-mapping of the contours via imaging registration might contribute to the accuracy of the volume overlap; in this study, we tried to reproduce the procedures of weekly CT-guided IMRT for NPC in our daily practice and to analyze the geometrical changes that occurred during the treatment course. The margin reduction we recommended in this study might be useful for the adaptive re-planning of NPC treatment. Though a dosimetric evaluation might be necessary for the final decision-making of the adaptive treatment, it should be based on the appropriate definition of all the targets and organs at risk.

A few limitations remain in our study. The accuracy verification of the contour alignments between pCT and rCT, imaging quality without contrast in rCT, intra-observer delineation variability in different images, and microscopic disease movement during the treatment were not addressed. The dosimetric variations from geometrical changes are usually the main end-result and decisive factors in decision-making, and these were not included in this study. Theoretically, the geometrical variation during radiation treatment is also important for adaptive radiotherapy, which could be used to guide the re-delineation of the targets and the selection of re-planning timing. Despite these drawbacks, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to quantify the consecutive tumor geometric coverage and surface variations during chemoradiation therapy and to investigate the strategy of margin reduction that might be useful to the adaptive therapy of head and neck cancer.

Conclusions

Considerable tumor geometric coverage and surface variations occurred during CRT for patients with locally advanced NPC. The overlapping parameters decreased and the surface distance increased as the number of fractions delivered increased throughout the treatment course. The DSCs of GTVs were <0.7 in the first half of the treatment course. These time trends of tumor variations suggested that appropriate adaption to the anatomical changes might be necessary early in the therapy course. Margins should be expanded by 2 mm to maintain acceptable geometrical coverage throughout the CRT course and by 1 mm margin to maintain coverage if geometrical adaption such as re-planning was undertaken in the first three weeks of the treatment course, without taking the delineation and registration uncertainties and set-up performance into account. Therefore, re-planning before the third week, i.e., no more than approximately 30 Gy delivered, might result in margin reduction and spare more healthy tissues from receiving an unnecessary high radiation dose. Future research topics should include how these geometrical variations and the adaptive strategies may be translated into the dosimetric and clinical benefits to the tumors and/or organs at risk.
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